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Warp Sizes – Key Slashing and Product Properties 
 
 
Warp sizing products used in textile manufacturing need the following 
fundamental properties: 
 
Slashing Properties 
 
1. Lumps: Sizing agents should be designed to disperse readily and evenly in the 
size bath, allowing for smooth cooking without the formation of lumps. This helps 
ensure consistent sizing application and avoids issues such as uneven sizing, which 
can lead to fabric quality and appearance variations. 
 
2. Foam: It is essential for sizing products to have minimal foaming characteristics 
to prevent excessive foam formation, which could affect size addon and weaving 
efficiency. 
 
3. Roll Marks: Sizing agents should aid in eliminating roll marks on the woven 
fabric, resulting in a smoother and more uniform surface appearance. 
 
4. Hard Size Build-Up: It is essential for sizing products to minimize or prevent the 
build-up of sizing material on the slasher equipment to maintain efficient and 
consistent sizing application. 
 
5. Hairy Yarn: Sizing agents should help minimize or eliminate the formation of 
"hairs" or loose fibers on the yarn surface during weaving. This is crucial for 
ensuring a smooth and uniform fabric appearance and reducing the risk of yarn 
breakage or other weaving issues. 
 
6. Sticking to Drying Cans: Sizing agents should be formulated to prevent the yarn 
from sticking to drying cans during the drying process, ensuring smooth and 
trouble-free operations. 
 
7. Separation in the Lease Section: Sizing agents should allow for the smooth 
separation of individual warp yarns in the lease section of the loom. Ensuring that 
the sized yarns can easily separate without sticking together or causing 
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disruptions during the weaving process is essential for maintaining weaving 
efficiency and preventing defects in the fabric. 
 
8. Static Electricity: Sizing agents should be formulated to minimize or prevent 
the accumulation of static electricity on the yarn surface during the weaving 
process. Excessive static electricity can lead to issues such as yarn entanglement, 
handling difficulties, and potential damage to the fabric or machinery. By 
incorporating anti-static properties into sizing products, manufacturers can 
ensure smoother weaving operations and maintain the quality of the woven 
textiles. 
 
 
Product Properties 
 
1. Compatibility: Sizing agents must be compatible with other sizing formula 
components and not separate during cooking or slashing. 
 
2. Film Forming: To protect it during weaving, sizing agents should form a uniform 
film on the yarn surface. 
 
3. Adhesion: The sizing agent should adhere well to the yarn surface to provide 
strength and avoid size and fiber shedding. 
 
4. Abrasion Resistance: The sizing agent should provide a hard and smooth 
surface to facilitate excellent abrasion resistance of the yarn during weaving and 
subsequent processing to prevent damage and fraying if a loom finish. 
 
5. Flexibility: Sizing products need to impart flexibility to the yarn to ensure it can 
bend and conform during the weaving process without breaking. 
 
6. Elasticity: Sizing agents should have some elasticity to allow the yarn to stretch 
and recover during weaving, reducing the risk of size shedding and yarn breakage. 
 
7. Cohesion: The sizing agent must promote cohesion between yarn fibers but not 
between adjacent yarns to enhance the strength and integrity of the sized yarn. 
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8. Moisture Absorption: Sizing products should absorb the optimum amount of 
moisture to improve the flexibility of the size film and the yarn. 
 
9. Flexibility: Sizing products need to impart flexibility to the yarn to ensure it can 
bend and conform during the weaving process without breaking 
 
10. Lubrication: Sizing products should have lubricating properties to reduce 
friction during weaving and prevent yarn breakage. 
 
These properties are crucial for achieving good weaving efficiency and producing 
high-quality textiles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


